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Concert Halls • Theaters • Opera Houses • Convention Centers • Cinemas • Arenas

Foro Boca
The new home of the Boca del Río

Philharmonic Orchestra in Veracruz, Mexico

Also inside:

 Grand statement. 
 National Kaohsiung Center.  

 for the Arts, Taiwan.

 Revising history. 
 Renovating historic venues. 

 Pop-up culture.  
 Temporary venues.

 Fresh ideas.  
 Newly appointed artistic.

 directors share their visions.
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SERAPID

ROOM TRANSFORMATION

W
ithin Kitai-gorod and 
bordered by the Central 
Squares of Moscow lies  
a district with a storybook-
sounding name, Zaryadye, 

or ‘the place behind the rows’ – referring  
to the market rows adjacent to Moscow’s  
famed Red Square. It is here that the first  
new Russian public park in 50 years has been  
created, complete with a concert hall featuring  
Serapid’s new QSX seating system.

It was once a vibrant trading area populated 
by the wealthy, but a series of ill-fated events 
shaped its reputation as the least desirable 
neighborhood in Moscow: a poorly planned  
wall that led to sewage issues, the Fire of Moscow 
in 1812, the rise of cheap tenement housing  
for factory workers, and a series of pogroms,  
all of which led to the inevitable and progressive 
demolition of the neighborhood, starting in 1936 
and continuing into the early 1960s. This was 
followed by the construction of the massive Hotel 
Rossiya, a 21-story, 5-star hotel, that was almost 
a city within itself, including a police station 
with jail cells and a 2,500-seat concert hall. By 
the 1990s, the hotel fell into disrepair and was 
eventually demolished in 2006. The area was  
first slated for luxury apartments, but those  
plans fell through, leaving 10.2ha (35 acres)  
of valuable open space with no plans for use.

Wild urbanism
The current architectural conversation about 
revitalizing iconic cities concerns the intersection 
of preservation, arts and culture, sustainability 
and new technology. By the time city officials 
announced an international design competition 
for developing Zaryadye in early 2013, they had 
already been in contact with city development 

Moscow’s rejuvenated Zaryadye  
area includes a new concert hall  
with an ingenious solution  
for multifunctionality
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company Citymakers, which had 
campaigned for the area to be turned into  
a public park similar to the High Line  
project in New York. The winning proposal,  
a stunningly ambitious plan by a design 
consortium led by the designers of the High 
Line, Diller Scofidio + Renfro (DS+R),  
hit all the marks in this discussion.

To please the preservationists, the open  
design of the park offers spectacular views of  
the nearby cultural heritage monuments, further 
enabled by a boomerang-shaped overlook above 
the Moscow River. As a sweeping statement 
on natural biosystems, the park area is divided 
into four zones representing the natural 
features of Russia: wetland, forest, steppe and 
tundra, sustained with both active and passive 
climate assistance. Barrier and fence-free, the 
sloped landscape has a natural and untamed 
feel, something DS+R calls ‘wild urbanism’. 
Since the demolition of the old hotel had 
left the community without a concert hall or 
performance space, the plan included a 400-seat 
theater, an amphitheater, and a multifunctional 
concert hall featuring a technologically advanced 
transformable room system, the Serapid QSX.

Multifunctional hall
The 1,560-seat Philharmonic Concert Hall 
needed to be completely multifunctional, with  
an automated system that enabled a quick  
change from flat floor to raked seating. The 
funnel-shaped room would have 20 curved  
rows ranging from 29 to 42 seats per row, in 
addition to three more areas calling for lifting 
systems: the backstage, the choral area and  
the orchestra area.

The chosen integrator, Doka, has had  
a close working 15-year relationship with 

Moscow 
makeover
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An automated system 
enables the Zaryadye 
Concert Hall to quickly 
change from flat floor  
to raked seating 
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the start of the project, with no possibilities 
of misunderstandings about the technical 
performance of the QSX system.”

In use, the system starts with the seats stored 
underneath the floor, and through a circular 
translation movement, they are moved into 
position. A wide variety of configurations are 
possible – the rake can vary from 0-5m (0-16ft). 
The system is guided by lambda scissors for 
longitudinal stabilization and wallet scissors for 
forward and back stabilization. The drive system 
has a lateral motorized pantograph and a central 
motorized arm, and the lift motion is provided 
by LinkLift80 columns. The Zaryadye Concert 
Hall can be fully reconfigured within 30 minutes.

The concert hall is considered one of the 
most complex projects in the park, and was the 
last facility to open, in March 2018. Reflecting 
on the relationship with Doka, Loeuil notes, 
“The opening of the Philharmonic will represent 
the end of three years of close and effective 
collaboration between our companies.” n

www.serapid.com

Serapid, so knows its capabilities very well, 
making Serapid the obvious choice of partner  
for the delivery of this project.

Clever configuration
Serapid’s first seating transformation system had 
been installed in the auditorium at the beautiful 
Fondation Louis Vuitton in Paris, France, in 
2014. The system, comprising 16 straight rows 
with adjustable rake, has proved simple and 
reliable to use. Following this project, Serapid 
had been developing a new version that would 
handle both curved and straight rows of seating. 

“The curved row configuration enables all the 
audience to have the same angle of view as  
well as the same acoustic conditions,” explains 
Thomas Loeuil, project manager at Serapid. 

“The concept of the new QSX system 
was introduced worldwide in 2014. We then 
created a prototype in our workshops in France 
that served as a model for the development 
of the Zaryadye project. This enabled the 
Serapid and Doka engineers to work together 
in an extremely efficient collaboration from 

KEY FACTS
 n Client: City of Moscow, chief 

architect Sergei Kuznetsov
 n Site: 10.2ha/35 acres
 n Consortium lead/concept 

designer: Diller Scofidio + Renfro 
 n Landscape design and 

masterplan collaboration: 
Hargreaves Associates

 n Local partner, urban 
designer: Citymakers

 n Engineering consultant:  
Buro Happold

 n Lighting: Arup
 n Contractor: Mosinzhproekt
 n Integrator: Doka Group

Serapid supplied:
 n QSX 20 rows area
 n Full design of the rows
 n QSX transformation system
 n Linklift lifting systems
 n Automatic barrier  

with linear beam

The QSX installation:
 n In terms of accuracy, the system 

achieves a gap of 6-7mm  
(0.2-0.3in) between rows

 n The configuration is raked  
from 0-5m (0-16ft)

 n There are 20 rows and 677 seats
 n The row length is up to 30m 

(98ft), installed in a curved shape 
with a 19-39m (62-128ft) radius

 n The venue can be transformed 
in 30 minutes

Above left: The QSX seat 
motion and (right) the  
system deployed
Below: A 3D drawing of  
the Zaryadye Concert  
Hall seating system



THE ART OF MOTION
Solutions for Theatre

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR STAGE LIFTS AND VENUE TRANSFORMATION

STAGE LIFTS | ORCHESTRA LIFTS | AUDITORIUM LIFTS | GET IN AND TRANSPORT LIFTS | FLEXIBLE SEATING SOLUTIONS

www.serapid.com

SERAPID lifts,
the most robust stage lift systems available.

SERAPID stage lifts feature the patented LinkLift  
column, made with Rigid Chain Technology. 
Our systems can be found worldwide in:
- Performing Arts Centres,
- Convention Centres,
- Historical theatres,
- Concert Halls,
- High Schools and Universities,
- Cruise Ships.

Introducing our newest products:

The QSX venue transformation on system, a 
fast and fully automated system that transitions 
from flat floor to variable raked rows of seats for 
either straight or curved rows.

The Telescopic Mast, a fully automated  
portable lift for lights, cameras and sound 
equipment, featuring heavy load capacity,  
precision movement and easy programming.


